To the average Internet user, the power to go surfing through cyberspace at the click of a mouse seems magical enough. Information, graphics, on-line communities-it's all there for the asking. But 
Maes is studying how the ability to learn can Since movement through the network not only help agents become more comcan be achieved so easily, says White, the petent at their assigned tasks; it can also real challenge isn't mobility per se, but trust: make their masters more comfortable about the fact that your agents can suddenly show trusting them. quests. In effect, the engine serves as the digital equivalent of biological comfortable delegating tasks to a bunch of P4 containment.
software robots? Do they really know what A second safeguard is the fact that every they're doing? "In some applications that's Telescript agent has to carry "credentials": not such a big deal," says Maes. "But if your an encrypted digital identification tag stat-agent is handling your stocks or your disk ing where it came from and to whom it be-files, it does matter." longs. A third is that each agent carries a set And that's the virtue of learning, she arof "permits" spelling out what it can and gues: You don't have to worry about precannot be allowed to do on the network, how programmed agents doing things you don't long it will live, and how many resources it is understand-or about programming the permitted to consume. Finally, as Telescript agent yourself and possibly making mistakes. is designed, an agent can't just come in and "These are agents that look over your shoulstart rummaging around willy-nilly, says der and notice patterns and regularities in White. The only way it can make purchases your actions," she says. An e-mail agent, for or request data or computations is by inter-example, might notice that you tend to read acting with another agent, resident on the all messages from Person A immediately, host computer.
while you tend to delete anything sent by Computer users will have a chance to Person B without looking at it. So over time, evaluate General Magic's agents later this the agent will begin to organize your e-mail year, when AT&T plans to launch the first inbox with Person A at the top and with large-scale implementation of a Telescript Person B marked for deletion. network. At first, says White, this network "It doesn't require much knowledge on will be targeted toward handheld personal the part of the agent," says Maes. "We mostly communicators and applications such as use statistical techniques. On the other electronic mail, using agents to deliver it, hand, you discover that people don't always filter it, and prioritize it. But ultimately, he realize how they actually act. For example, says, "I'd love to see Telescript operating on you may really be reading more gossip than the Internet"-and it's only a matter of time. hard, worthwhile news. So you have to be
In the research community, veteran agent able to tell the agent, 'Don't pay attention to investigators generally give Telescript high what I'm about to do!' Otherwise they're like marks for innovation and security. "General children: They learn your bad habits as well Magic hasn't released much about Tele-as your good ones." script," says Sun Microsystems' Ousterhout, While Maes is studying the issue of agentauthor of the competitor TCL language. "But human interaction, University of Massachumy perception is that they've done a very, very setts AI researcher Victor Lesser is looking good job of making agents very, very safe."
at an equally fundamental question: How Social agents. Still, General Magic's should agents interact with each other? Ultiagents are relatively simple compared to the mately, when swarms of agents are moving intelligent software robots some research-through the Internet, he explains, you will ers envision. Take agents that can learn. also have tremendous potential for digital teamwork. In effect, the agents will have the opportunity to say things to each other like, "Let's divvy up this job and get it done in parallel," or "Here's some information I found that you might be able to use." "But you have to ask how this [agent interaction] will change the way you think about computation," says Lesser. Over the past two decades, he explains, he and his colleagues have studied how widely dispersed agents could cooperate to run, say, an air traffic control system or an airport system for tracking down lost baggage. And one thing that they've consistently found, he says, is that the real-world demands of cooperation strain the limits of standard, -step-by-step algorithms.
Suppose you're a software agent monitoring an air traffic radar in one sector, for example, and the software agent in a neighboring sector tells you Center -mistakenly-that an airverses the netplane should be showing up on your screen any minute. It's been fooled by static. "That can send you off into a dead end, where it takes a long time to recover," says Lesser. You end up wasting a huge amount of your computational energy trying to interpret your own static as an airplane.
Within the confines of a single computer, says Lesser, designers go to great lengths to engineer such uncertainties out of existence, so that algorithms always have precisely known inputs and outputs. But out in the real world, says Lesser-or for that matter, out in the network-nobody has that kind of control. "You need processes that accommodate inconsistency, that negotiate with each other, that can come to some acceptable resolution in the face of uncertainty," Lesser argues.
To achieve these goals, which is really a problem in artificial intelligence, Lesser and others in the AI community have spent the past two decades developing methods for solving problems incrementally. An agent (or a team of agents) might keep several partial, tentative solutions around at all times. Think of a group of physicians trying to diagnose a mysterious illness and considering several possibilities, he says. The solutions can be mutually inconsistent. But as each new piece of information comes in, it will increase or decrease the likelihood of one or another solution until a winner emerges.
Of course, says Lesser, it's likely to be a long time before agents this sophisticated show up on your local computer screen. But that, he says, is precisely why he finds the appearance of commercial tools such as Telescript so exciting. With the tools in people's hands, he says, "a lot of the things we've been thinking about for the past 15 years could finally become real. 
